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Earth signs vedic astrology

In astrology, the signs are grouped into four triplicities based on their element. The triplicities of water signals (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces), fire marks (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), aerial signs (Libra, Aquarius, Twins) and earth signs (Capricorn, Bull, Virgo). Each has the three Zodiac signs associated with this element. The Earth element is one
rooted, crafting, and preserving, and closely related to the senses. The earth signs are Capricorn, Taurus, and Virgo. The term usually describes people who are moving towards what is real, often making it very productive and able to create tangible results. But if there are no balancing elements, the extremes of the Earth are workaholic,
for the accumulation of property, for pettiness, for ordinary, stubbornness, etc. The ways (or properties) of the earth distinguish the signs of the earth – this is how you get to know each other. The triplicity or grouping element, differ in that each belongs to a different group known as astrology of properties. The qualities are cardinal, fixed,
and volatile. Capricorn is a cardinal sign, known for its introductory nature, Taurus is a fixed sign, and sinks the Earth perhaps the deepest, and virgin is a volatile sign, characterized by variability. Earth signs can help emotional water signals find tangible stores imaginative gifts. Like the banks of a river river, the Earth signal guide the
water signal toward its destination. Water can help the Earth by softening its rigid structure. Think about how to use the potter's water to soften and then re-shape clay on the wheel. Similarly, water feeds the earth to the Earth with a feeling of being cared for. The inspiring quality of Fire signals brings an adventurous desire to the life of
Earth signs. Ground signals are energized by fire signals as they move slowly. A small fire will go a long way with Earth. On the other hand, Fire can be controlled by the Earth's mastery of structure. All these brilliant ideas are beginning to take shape with Earth as your se worldly advisor. When the Earth meets the Air, it's like opening the
window to let in the fresh air. It can be refreshing for Earth to be lifted, if only temporarily, to the lofty heights of fantasy and rapid ideation. But if Air doesn't offer Earth anything tangible, just pie in the sky, it could also result in a loss of respect. Like the other signs, the Earth brings Air down to earth and provides practical ways to bring the
concept to reality. The air finds the Earth stuffy and slow, but enviously respects the way things are done. Here's a power duo that can build empires, plan things to the smallest detail, and always have one eye on preparing for the future. Theirs is full of things they can see, touch, hear, taste and feel together. But two Earth signals could
fall into the trap of working tomorrow, not today. This is prevented by looking for sensual pleasures and time in their garden. Some keywords can be: practical, useful, structure, productivity, tangible, grounded, sensual, tactile, reliable. Those Earth signs often seem to live in physical bodies, which are described in the modern sense of
grounded. Whatever the land - whether it's a high-rise office building or country house - they're sending it out tactful through the senses. Physical is the densest plane, and they are masters in evaluating and organizing tangible things. One expression of the Earth's signal properties may be someone who can easily go and be dingy, aware
of the local flora and fauna, often leaves on their hair or dirt on their hands. They are tightly tuned to the dance of nature and love to spend time outdoors. But Earth signals just as easily work magic in urban places, since they often centers on a certain kind of high level of productivity. The focus on tasks at hand makes them vulnerable to
all work and no game cul de sac life. They tend to apt base the reality that we have around them form, rather than personal myths or attributing symbolic meaning to everything. That's why too many of the good things – Earth – can be stifling things like inspiration, going on with faith, a sense of purpose. Earth marks here shape, manifest,
cultivate and revel in earthly delights. The gift that others bring to form ideas, leaving a balancing partner with an idle dreamy potential. They prefer their own garden and inspire others to make the most of theirs. Ancient visionaries grouped the stars, which against the background of the ecliptic, the apparent path of the sun and planets are
twelve constellations or zodiac signs. Each zodiac signs span 30 degrees starting with Aries and ending with Pisces. The names of zodiac signs come from imaginary forms, which come from the interconnection of tightly placed stars. Each zodiac has a unique nature and characteristics, which usually resemble imaginary form and
mythological doctrines. The twelve signs of zodiac and Vedic astrological names are mentioned below. For more details on each sign please refer to the above pages linked to each sign) Twelve astrological signs are classified into 15 groups depending on the nature, effects and characteristics. (1) Duality - Positive and negative or
masculine and feminine signs (2) Triplicities - Fiery, earthy, Breezy and wet signs (3) Quadrupedals - Cardinal or Mobile, Fixed or Static and Frequent or Changeable Signals (4) North and South Signs (5) Equinoctial Signs (6) Tropical Signs (7) Fruitful signs (8) Infertile signs (9) Sound signals (10) Mute or silent signals (11) Signs of
violence (12) Bestial or quadrupedal signs (13) Human signals or sound signals (14) Double-bodied or bicorporeal or duel signals (15) Short and Long Ascension Signs Dualities - Positive or masculine and negative or feminine signs The twelve signs can be divided into two groups. All twelve signs or and masculine signs or negative and
feminine signs. Aries (Mesha), Gemini (Mithuna), Leo (Simha), Libra (Tula), Sagittarius (Dhanus) and Aquarius (Kumbha) have an odd number of signs positive or masculine or daily The even signs taurus (Rishabh), Cancer (Karka), Virgo (Kanya), Scorpio (Vrischika), Capricorn (Makara) and Pisces (Meena) are negative or feminine or
night signs. Thus, all fire and air signals are positive, masculine and daily signs and all Earth and water signs are negative, feminine and night signs. Masculine signs are extroverted and active and feminine signals are susceptible and introverted. Triplicities - Fiery, earthy, airy and watery signs This is one of the most important
classifications of astrological signs for predictive purposes. It helps to describe the temperament and basic personality of any sign of the zodiac by classifying them into one of the four ancient and traditional elements, fire, earth, air, and water. Each of the four items has three signs assigned. Fire signs (The inspiring and physically active
group) Aries, Leo and Sagittarius Earth Signs (The Practical and Productive Group) Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn Air Signs (A mental and socially oriented group) - Twins, Libra and Aquarius Water Signs (The Emotional and Family Oriented Group) Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces The element of fire is associated with the Signs of Aries, Leo
and Sagittarius, and it also indicates natural , fifth and ninth houses of astrology. Fiery signals represent vital spirit and activity. These signals tend to be confident, action-oriented, outgoing, powerful, active, powerful, adventurous, enthusiastic, expansive and optimistic. Negatively prone to impatience, deliberate, reactive, blunt, careless
and reckless. Any planet or house that is placed on these signs will acquire these properties. The more planets in the fire, the more such properties are pronounced. The element of the Earth is associated with the signs Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn, and it also symbolizes the natural second, sixth and tenth houses of astrology. Earthy
signals represent a sense of responsibility and reliability. These signs are usually organized, practical, realistic, ambitious, diligent, methodous, disciplined, analytical, stable and stable. Negatively prone to stubborn, lazy, reserved, critical, whimsic, pessimistic and snooty. Any planet or house that is placed on these signs will acquire these
properties. The more planets on earth, the more such properties are pronounced. The element of air acts on the signs of Gemini, Libra and Aquarius, and it also symbolizes the natural third, seventh and eleventh houses of astrology. Airy signals represent mental and social experiences. These signals are usually communicative, quick-
witted, adaptable, versatile, flexible, relationship-oriented, collaborative, sociable, balanced, tolerant and original. Negatively, usually nervous, superficial, indecisive, aloof and eccentric. Any planet or house that is placed on these signs will acquire these properties. The more planets are in the air, the more such properties are pronounced.
The element of water is associated with the signs of cancer, scorpion and fish, and it also symbolizes the natural fourth, eighth and twelfth houses of astrology. Wet signals represent emotions, imaginative and creative experiences. These signs tend to be sensitive, sympathetic, domestic, compassionate, benevolent, intuitive, artistic and
responsive. Negatively prone to capricious, clingy, mysterious, relaxation, impractical, unrealistic and brothing. Any planet or house that is placed on these signs will acquire these properties. The more planets there are in the water, the more such properties are pronounced. Quadruplicities – Cardinal or Movable, Fixed and Common or
Volatile Signals There are three basic modes of operation of the Sign and each mode has its own distinctive way of approaching a particular situation. These are your modes of cardinal or movable, fixed or static and volatile or common. This classification of signs in addition to the Triplicities (Fiery, Earthy, Airy and Watery Signs) is
previously mentioned as the key to understanding astrological principles and functioning of signals. Cardinal or movable signs - Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn. Fixed or static signals - Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius. Volatile or common signs - Twins, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces. Cardinal or movable signals enterprising and
outgoing initiate change and things happen. They have an interest in promoting change and creating new things for the world. They like to take over situations and they don't like subordinate roles. They like change and reform. Negative properties in this mode can be restless and hyperactive. Fixed or static signals are focused and
defined, and stamina is a persistency action. As soon as their minds focus on something they'll practically follow with willpower until it's finished. They are very firm in their attitude, and once an opinion has emerged, they are unlikely to change it. Negative properties in this mode can also be resistant to change, take a long time to make a
decision and be very stubborn. Volatile or common signals are adaptable, interchangeable, flexible and versatile. Their nature can be described as a balance between fixed and movable signals. They skill themselves as one of the environment and their current needs. Negative properties in this mode can be fluctuating, in constant,
indefinite and fluctuating. In each mode, there is a Firemark, an Earth Signal, an Air Sign, and a water signal, as in the table below. Signs North and South The first six signs of Zodiac, Aries (Mesha), Taurus (Rishabh), Gemini (Mithuna), Cancer (Karka), Leo (Simha) and Virgo (Kanya) are called northern signs, as they are north of the
celestial equator. The remaining six signs, Libra (Tula) Scorpio (Vrischika) Sagittarius (Dhanus), Capricorn (Makara), Aquarius (Kumbha) and Pisces (Meena) are called south of the southern equator (in the southern hemisphere) and southern signs. Equinoctial Signs Equinoctial means equal day and night. This phenomenon occurs twice
a year around March 21-23, when the sun is directly above the equator. Aries (Mesha) and Libra (Tula) are the two equidae with cortical marks. Aries (Mesha) with the vernal equinoctial mark and Libra (Tula) in the autumn equine excision. Tropical signs Cancer (Karka) and Capricorn (Makara) are the two tropical signs. Sometimes they
are also called summer solstice signs and winter solstice signs. The daytime is the longest when the sun is the initial point of cancer, when the sun is directly above the Tropic of Cancer at and the night time is the longest when the sun is at the beginning of Capricorn, when the sun is directly above the Tropic of Capricorn in the northern
hemisphere. The opposite is true of the southern hemisphere. Fruitful signs all aqueous signs of Cancer (Karka), Scorpion (Vrischika) and Fish (Meena), are called fruitful signs. Any of these signs in the 5th house culminate without a blow to this or the lord and Jupiter in the birth horoscope indicating that more children were born, the
number of which depends on how strong the affected houses and planets are. Barren signs Aries (Mesha), Gemini (Mithuna), Leo (Simha) and Virgo (Kanya) are called barren or sterile signs. These are contrary to the fruitful signs. Barren signs related to afflicted 5. Sound signals Twins, Libra and Aquarius, all breezy signals are also
called sound signals. As for sound or sound, there must be a breezy medium, which is why all airy signals are sound signals. Sound signals coinciding with the second house and placement of Venus suggest sound suitable for singing and similar events in tenth house suggest career-related voices such as singer, ventriloex, commentator,
mimistrague artists, etc. Mute or Dumb Signs All watery signs namely cancer (Karka), Scorpio (Vrischika) and fish (Meena) are called silent signs or silent signals. This is due to the fact that water is not a good medium for sound and thus mute. A watery sign hit by ascendant or second house, Mercury-hit Saturn placed any of these signs
either Mercury ascendant or second house in these symptoms of calamity can cause speech problems, stuttering or other speech barriers. Violent signs Aries (Mesha) and Scorpio (Vrischika) are violent signs. Theses are signs of no fear; they are full of courage and confidence and can't wait to take risks. The difference between Aries'
violent physical level and Scorpio's is on an emotional level. Bestial signs Aries (The Ram), Taurus (The Bull), Leo (The Lion), Capricorn (The Goat) and the second half of Sagittarius symbolize the numbers of animals, and so bestial or four-legged signals. The first half of Sagittarius is represented as a man and the second half by a
horse; Therefore, only the second half of Sagittarius is called bestial. Human signs Gemini (The Twins), Virgo (The Virgin), Aquarius (The Water Carriers) and the first half of Sagittarius (Centaur) are human signs as they represent human forms. Thus, signs that are not bestial human signs aside from Libra, which represents the non-living
thing, are scales. Double-bodied or double or bicorporeal signs are double-bodied signs, also known as double signs or bicorporeal signs of Gemini, Sagittarius and Pisces. This is because of the double symbols of these signs. Gemini represents the twins, Sagittarius is a figure part human and part horse or centaur and fish two fish. Virgo



belonged to this category, but no longer in modern times. Thus, all three signals in this category are volatile signals. A double-bodied sign on the cusp of the seventh house may indicate two marriages and the climax of the fifth house may indicate the birth of twins. Signs of long and short ascension The 23.4 degree slant of the Earth's
axis causes a temporal deviation until the various signs rise or rise on the horizon (especially in the middle latitudes). Signs that require more time are called signs of long ascension, and signs that require shorter periods are called signs of short ascension. In the northern hemisphere, the signs of the long ascension of cancer, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius. The longest time taken to rise among them is Virgo and Libra. Signs of short ascension: Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Bull and Twins. The shortest time taken to rise between these Pisces and Aries. The signs of long ascension in the northern hemisphere are seen as the brief ascension of the
southern hemisphere. Written by Sanjay Sharma, © 2011-2025. 2011-2025.
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